
RELATED LITERATURE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR COMPUTER

LABORATORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The main objective of this paper is to study the effects of using a classroom management system in computer lab
sessions for smooth technology integration and.

Literature Review: This system presents and Fig 4: Server Side introduction of an embedded processor-based
laboratory environment monitor system and its design B. For example, to defeat a burglar alarm it is sufficient
to make it stop working, orâ€”in many casesâ€”to persuade its operators that it has become unreliable. A
system that would lessen the unmannered use of computers, time consuming of turning off all computers, get
rid of using computers if not in a schedule. Computer laboratory, as one of the facilities that Don Bosco
Global College- Cabuyao has provided to help students practice the theories that have been thought in lecture,
has a total of 64 computers with an average of 32 computers per lab. It has been used by many programmers in
building up a system like Payroll System, Enrollment System and the like. Focusing to this topic Computer
Laboratory comprised of several computers that connected to a network which a network is consist of
collection of computers and other equipment that is connected together to communicate with each other. A
brief description of how the system works: Students and Teachers must logon in order to access the system,
either using biometric scanner or by providing surname and password at the login page. The transmitter is a
device that transforms or encodes the message into a physical phenomenon; the signal. O produce an
application software where the instructor is able to monitor the computer usage of the student; 4. The problem
does not stop there; even groups with complete facility also experience certain things such as ineffective
management, security weakness, loss of data and many more. Then there are meters for measuring
consumption of utilities such as gas and electricity. Details of the technologies to be used At this section
describes and discuss the details of technologies used by the researcher. Scope and Limitations of the Project
Scope The propose study entitled Computer Laboratory Management System for Samar College scope is to
employs client-server approach, developed by using. The technical requirements are then compared to the
technical capability of the organization. NET because of its very friendly interface and is very easy to use in
creating programs. In addition to this study the researchers also notice to use biometric device for faster data
processing and to acquire the consistent and exact information in short period of time. This system aims at
completing monitoring a variety of real-time data. A brief description of how the system works: Students and
Teachers must logon in order to access the system, either using biometric scanner or by providing username
and password at the login page. Management: The organizing and controlling of the affairs of a business or a
sector of a business. If multiple Switches are used in an installation, the monitoring Server may need a
connection to all of them. By wired or wireless means, the laboratory Motivation monitoring system can
communicate with PC. Computer and modernization, of system until it remove that removable device.
Students are limited only to update and access a particular info that is available on the screen. For example, the
"Admin" of a network can have more control over a network than a standard employee. NET Framework.
Once it will IEEE. Derequito, Lester B. There is no way for a lab assistant to know that a student signing in to
use a workstation damaged a thousand peso worth of equipment. A significant number of secure systems are
concerned with monitoring the environment. Thus, there is a need to have an application that can manage the
computer-based classroom so that teaching and learning can be made more efficient. NET Framework. The
main objective of the study is to produce a system which is an effective way to formally awaken the IT
Department about the importance of the proposal and increase the security level in computer laboratories
knowing that a single part of the unit is costly and if continuous damage and loss of any single part is reported,
it may lead to another receipt of equipment billing. After this we Step 8: Server will give some command to
Client like will code for connectivity between them. They are also utilized for academic needs similar to
in-class use and entertainment like much computer use at home. Definition of Terms Computer A machine
mostly electronic that is able to take information input , do some work on or make changes to the information
process , to make new information output. It has already been implemented by different organization since it
furthers the effectiveness of managing laboratories such as in school, call center and the like. Viplove Karhade
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the number of system are present in lab and they are in LAN also but in every lab there is no such client server
connectivity present. Biometrics Biometrics is the measurement and statistical analysis of people's physical
and behavioral characteristics. Clients Details on Server: performance, login time, can give marks on the basis
of their performance, etc. The instructors can send message to the students. In this system, as long as the ID
used is enrolled in time it was scanned, the system shall take response of giving way to the user to use of the
computers. This system will manage several modules in laboratories such as lab maintenance and the report of
the use of lab.


